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About Transnet Transnet is a South African railway, portu and ducts world-class company, based in the Carlton Center in Johannesburg. Founded on April 1, 1990, Transnet has a christian role to play in the presentation of South Africa's strategic and economical objectives. It is actively refreshing its brand as it moves into new markets, expands and
diversify Your service offer, and redefine your market position. Most transnetting actions are owned by the Ministry of Public Companies (DPE) of the South African government. The company was formed by the restructuring of South African railroad operations and ports and other existing operations and products in business units. These business
units have become the transnet operational divisions that are complemented and are supported by a number of company units throughout the specialist, namely transnet capital group, transnet property and transnet foundation, which preside company. Transnet operational divisions include: * Transnet National Authority (Previously the NPA), which
manages and controls seven from the main South Africa - S) portal ports (previously SAPO), which is responsible for Terminal operations and handling in the freight transport of the South Africa. * Transnet pipelines (formerly Petronet), which is the main South African operator * Transnet Freight Rail (formerly spoornet), which is © the railway
operator and freight service in the South Africa * Transnet Rail Engineering (formerly Transewerk), which plays a significant role in the implementation of inventory manufacture and maintenance Later, in 1981, the South African government decided that SAR & H should restructure along business lines in order to evolve from a state-owned company
to privatization. The railroad, portfolio, road transportation, subsequent and ducts, then became known as South African transportation services (SATs) and the company was restructured in units and divisions with allfase in localized management. During the following business, SATs identified and established main business and discontinued some
services to reduce staff. The highest personnel reduction occurred when the South African railways polish was separated from SATs and absorbed by South African polish. South African railroads and ports (SAR & H) is a state unified railway system, formed in 1916, which represented four railways, that is, the South African central railway, the
railways of the Government, and the railroads , formed by the British columns (Christmas, Cape Colitia, the Orange and Transvaal River Collocation), which were gathered to form the Union of South Africa, back in 1910. All paths Iron in South Africa were fused by an act of Parliament and this is when Sar & H was born. Later, when the commercial
aviation developed, South African Airways also became a part of this huge system of land, sea and transportation. In 1990, after 80 years of being controlled by the Government and Parliament, SATs was transformed from a government department in a public company for the legal succession for South African law Transport Services (1989), was then
when Transnet was born A new company that represents a vast transport network. Transnet Limited is a public company that the South African government is the only shareholder. As a state-owned company, transnet goals to take advantage of the power of its people and technology to illuminate the future of millions of people throughout the
continent. Therefore, the Corporate Social Investment of Transnet, namely the transnet foundation, offers a lot of programs to help and help communities. Transnet Learnerships Transnet is an employer with a highly motivated work forces over 55,000 permanent employees. The company helps its employees to desired potentials to ensure the right
skills, capacities and a long-term sustainable capacity. The company annually provides a distinctive distinctive In learning, and sometimes they open more of a learning program for the South African General Generation that are qualified. These learning programs include Transnet Graduate Training Program for future training opportunities in
training, Transnet Young Professional in training for the future, transnet for people with disabilities, and some others more. Each apprentices have their own mission, but the main objective of all activities remains equal to a work-based learning program that leads to a national qualification (NQF) qualification. Learnings were introduced by the
government to help people get necessary skills and experience in the workplace that will open better job opportunities or self-employment. Levels are based on a legally binding agreement between an employer, a student and a training provider. The agreement is intended to delineate the tasks and duties of the employer, the student and the training
provider. It is designed to ensure the quality of training and protect the interests of each part. Application Requirements for the Transnet Learning Program Only those who meet the following general requirements will be considered to participate in the Transnet Learning Program. * Hold a Matric Certificate * Send a certified ID and qualification
voucher that must be attached to the curriculum vitae * Conversative in English * Do not currently participate in learning * do not have criminal record * Currently unemployed * Pass a written evaluation * Physically and mentally adjust * Specific minimum requirements vary for each vacancy position. Please visit the relevant program of the
programming program for more information. How to apply for transnet operation on the career page of the official transnet site (www.transnet.net), click Job Search to navigate through vacancies. Before applicants can request a vacancy position, they will need to register as a candidate. After successfully registering, candidates can log in to your
accounts at any time to create / update your profiles, edit your accounts or to search for and request vacant positions. Previous transnet employees do not need to register again. They can send your old SAP number or number of email identification to careers-help@transnet.net and transnet update your login parameters and email address. The user
name and the applicant's password will be sent by e-mail to them the letter of registration, accompanied by a matrix certificate, curriculum vitae and other support documents mentioned above, must be sent to The relevant human resource manager. Please note that applications sent by fax will not be considered. Candidates who have not heard of the
company 21 days after the application's closing date should consider their applications as unsuccessful. Profile of the Merset The manufacturing arrow, engineering and related, or simply referred to as Merseta, is a national organization that is dedicated to fulfilling the 1998 skill development act. True to its name, The Merset is specifically focused on
automobile manufacturing, tire, metal and engineering manufacturing, plastic inductions as well as retail manufacturing and motor components. Merseta is one of the 21 Education Authorities and the established sector formation (arrows) in South Africa, and houses a total of 40 000 companies to help them achieve their cause . With the support of
their partner companies, the Merseta is able to receive enough funds to facilitate young people with their learning trips. The organization intends to provide skill development programs that meet quality standards and offer a strong and basic educational foundation for the unemployed. To achieve this mission, the Merset implements principles of fruit
cooperation. Working in conjunction with co-workers based on taking care of their students, the Merseta can achieve their long-term goals of growing employability and economy economy About merSETA learnerships 2021-2022 merSETA are bidding one sÃ © rie of learnership programs for indivÃduos Ã South Africa would like to receive sessÃμes
training in a work environment. The learnerships merSETA to take place in a total of 18 months, Ã © one Stunning opportunity to acquire knowledge and teÃ³ricos prÃ¡ticas skills working to better prepare yourself as a funcionÃ¡rios future. Beyond © m addition, all students who tÃªm demonstrated impressive progress will have the right to a £
qualificaÃ§Ã the NQF accredited. This qualificaÃ§Ã £ serÃ¡ the data from students achieve all unit padrÃμes atribuÃdos the program. Under £ orientation the professional employers, who have previously been approved by their respective workplaces, the students will be taught the £ bÃ¡sicos The Basics of indÃºstria. These training providers sÃ £
directly chosen by MERSETA ETQA as suitable teachers for their learnership. Throughout the £ duraÃ§Ã the program, students will receive the £ £ orientation the contÃnua and feedback to keep track of your progress. Aft to £ conclusÃ the successful learnership, participants tÃªm the opportunity to sign up for a different learnership. However, you
Tamba © m can have a chance to get a job if you do the £ estÃ¡ affiliated with a particular company. Trainee RemuneraÃ§Ã £ Over the merSETA Learnership, participants sÃ £ o provided the sum of the allowance to support their learning journey. Students who are unemployed or £ o prÃ © sÃ £ -empregados the elegÃveis for this remuneraÃ§Ã £ o.
The total sum of each subsÃdio serÃ¡ determined and regulated by organizaÃ§Ãμes. Beyond © m addition, please be kindly informed that students employed in the £ will receive any extra subsÃdio, but they will still be getting the £ their current salÃ¡rios as usual. merSETA Learnership Requirements Candidates tÃªm their eyes on merSETA
Learnership should be informed that the program comes with a list of critÃ © prÃ © requisite rivers. To start, the candidates who are interested the £ â â in the program must confirm if they sÃ £ o an existing employee in the establishment or a new operator. Once ¢ s thata been resolved, the candidate will have the Enta £ £ £ Checking the cross with
all the qualificaÃ§Ãμes £ which is connected to the learnership wishing to register. Specifics All these requirements will be determined by the £ establishment. Depending on your qualificaÃ§Ãμes each learnership can come with a different list of requirements. However, everyone sign up for Stocks and Ratios of the program the same responsibility to
adhere to all that the £ COMMISSION the calls. NÃ £ o do so may impose disadvantages conseqÃ¼Ãªncias to the overall result of their qualificaÃ§Ãμes. Be sure to write down the critÃ © eligibility criteria for future referÃªncia later. How to Apply merSETA Learnership 2021-2022 Subscribe to merSETA Learnership 2021-2022, candidates interested
â â should go online to comeÃ§ar their extensive records. Visit the Official merSETA Career Portal before you start your applications. The candidates will have the £ see if your desired program Ã © welcoming applications at the moment or not the £. This Ã © due to the fact that the availability status of each of the Program £ o Ã © consistent over
time. So Ã © crucial to take a look. Once you have double-checked the availability merSETA LearnershipÃ ¢ s, you can apply directly to the program in the portal. However, if itÃ ¢ s currently closed for registration, do the £ hÃ¡ need to get discouraged. EstÃ¡ more than encouraged to return to the website to check whether new updates hÃ¡ opening.
My Information To receive updated, do the £ sure to regularly visit, so that you do not miss any Notifications. If you have any dÃºvidas or preocupaÃ§Ãμes on merSETA Learnership, do £ hesitate to give their preocupaÃ§Ãμes for the given contact. Notes Important Companies The opportunity to announce Learnership through its establishments Ã ¢
This will attract future students to sign up for programs like companies have freedom freedom Recruiting employment services for South Africa (ESSs), candidates are highly encouraged to present their online information in the Labor Websites Department the company will be screened for all Interested candidates through their own recruitment
procedure. Accepted, participants must sign a learning contract that unite them with the training provided, the employer, and the student, however, unemployed students will receive a short-term work contract, linking them only with the employer if you want to achieve a high level NQF qualification (for example, NQF level 4), you will need to
achieve separate NQF qualifications of previous levels in advance (for example, NQF level 1, 2 and 3 ). Merseta Contact Physical Address: Gauteng South (Head Office) Merseta House, 95 7th Avenue, CNR Rustenburg Road, Melville, Johannesburg, 2109 2109
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